FINAL THESIS ADVISORY GROUP REVIEWS – SPRING 2021

MONDAY, MAY 3

9 AM - 12 NOON
POWER TRANSPOSITION aka Power to the People:
Advisors: Sekou Cooke and Nina Sharifi
Additional Reviewers: Amber Bartosh, Kristina Borrman

Projects by: David Acevedo, Lindsey Brown, Siraphob Khuptiphongkun, Nicholas Wahler, Heather Warren, Shauneil Williams, Eryn Young

9 AM - 4:30 PM
EXTRA/ORDINARY: Architecture as a Social Instrument:
Advisors: Terrance Goode, Susan Henderson, David Shanks
Additional Reviewers: Kyle Miller, Ted Brown

Projects by: Charles Chu, Patrick Joshua de Gracia, Ashley Dunkwu, Zain Edeen Elwakil & Kalani Mah, Kaixin Huang & Siting Xing, Hanzhang Lai & Phang Lim, Estefany Lona, Joe Mozdzanowski, Shawn Tang

9:30 AM - 5:15 PM
DISSIMULATING AND DISHEVELING MATTER:
Advisors: Jean-François Bédard, Britt Eversole, Roger Hubeli, Julie Larsen
Additional Reviewers: Aurelie Frolet, Greg Corso, Daniele Profeta

Projects by: Fei Hu, Vasundhara Aggarwal & Jaclyn Doyle, Rui Li, Cynthia George & Cathy Wu, Alec Rovensky, Bennett Powers, Tota Hunter, Maria Elvira Gutierrez Ramirez & Elise Zilius, Jack Hymowitz

Note: For more information on each Advisory Group and the titles of projects, click on the links.
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MONDAY, MAY 3

10:15 AM - 3:30 PM
AFTER SHARING:
Advisors: Joseph Godlewski, Francisco Sanin, Yutaka Sho, Abingo Wu
Additional Reviewers: Lori Brown, Ivi Diamantopoulou

Projects by: Diego Becerra, Aaron Cass, Akanksha Gomes, Xingyu Guo & Xingyao Wang,
Yucheng Han, Dipal Mistry, Julia Ocejo Vivanco

TUESDAY, MAY 4

9 AM - 2:30 PM
The Garden + the Architectural Imaginary:
Advisors: Kristina Borrman, Ted Brown, Julia Czerniak
Additional Reviewers: Roger Hubeli, Molly Hunker

Timothy Tamulonis, Kayleen O'Brien, Suren Sivaram & Bonnie Yu, Haoyuan Wang & Xinhui
Zhang

Note: For more information on each Advisory Group and the titles of projects, click on the links.
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TUESDAY, MAY 4

9 AM - 4:20 PM
TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
Advisors: Ivi Diamantopoulou, Aurelie Frolet, Kyle Miller
Additional Reviewers: Sekou Cooke, Lori Brown
External Critics: Sue Lettieri, Cyrus Peñarroyo, Tei Carpenter

Projects by: Boya Chao & Dhvani Doshi, Dylan Crean, Vera Feng, Elyse KillKelley, Tori Luy, Timothy Mulhall, Angela Murano, Raj Periwal, Omri Winkler, Edson Wong

9:30 AM - 1:30 PM
HOUSE: From Archetype to Invention:
Advisors: Valeria Herrera and Richard Rosa
Additional Reviewers: Larry Davis, Jean-François Bédard

Projects by: Madeline Brandel, Vanessa Poe, Alexander Sheremet, Lawrence Sprague

10 AM - 2 PM
IMMERSION IMAGING / IMAGING IMMERSION:
Advisors: Amber Bartosh and Mark Linder
Additional Reviewers: Britt Eversole, Daniele Profeta
External Critics: Nicole McIntosh, Ewan Branda, Firat Erdim

Projects by: Lindsey Dierig, Brendon Huang, Luca McLaughlin, Yunji Seong, Cabrio Wang, Ruojun Zhai

Note: For more information on each Advisory Group and the titles of projects, click on the links.
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TUESDAY, MAY 4

10 AM - 4:15 PM
LITTORAL/SHIFT:
Advisors: Elizabeth Kamell and Timothy Stenson
Additional Reviewers: Susan Henderson, Valeria Herrera, David Shanks, Richard Rosa


10:15 AM - 1:15 PM
AFTER SHARING:
Advisors: Joseph Godlewski, Francisco Sanin, Yutaka Sho, Abingo Wu
Additional Reviewers: Terrance Goode, Nina Sharifi

Projects by: Adam Liu & Stephen Marinelli, Brianna Serrano, Jesse Valgora, Giovanna Veiga

4 PM
Advisors: Molly Hunker, Mark Linder
Additional Reviewers: Kristina Borrman, Richard Rosa

Project by: Arsen Aliyev

Note: For more information on each Advisory Group and the titles of projects, click on the links.